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INTRODUCTION

Dynamic tests with simulated earthquake excitation (SHAM) were performed during

April-May 1988 on the VKL (Versuchskreislauf) piping system at the HDR

(Heissdampfreaktor) Test Facility in Kahl/Main, Federal Republic of Germany. The

major objectives of these tests were to study the behavior of a full-scale in-plant

piping system subjected to a range of seismic excitation levels, from design levels to

those that exceed design levels manifold and those that might induce failure of pipe

supports or plasticity in the pipe runs, and to establish seismic margins for piping

and pipe supports. Data obtained in the tests are also being used to validate analyti-

cal methods for piping response calculation. Detailed reports on the SHAM exper-

iments are given elsewhere [1].

The paper describes an effort to evaluate the subsystem analysis module of the

SMACS code [2] using some of the SHAM test data. The SMACS module is a linear

finite-element program, derived from the SAP4 code and capable of calculating the

response of nuclear power plant subsystems subjected to multiple, independent ac-

celeration excitation. The evaluation is based on a comparison of computational re-

sults of simulation of SHAM tests with corresponding test measurements.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

Figure 1 shows a view of the piping system, the VKL. The pipe runs of the VKL,

excluding the HDU vessel, cover about 10m in the vertical direction, about 11.5m in

the x direction, and about 6m in the z direction. The pipes are of stainless steel,

ranging from 100 to 300 mm in diameter. The HDU vessel was fixed at its base and a

displacement restraint in the x and z directions was provided by a structural frame

at a height of about a third from the top of the vessel. The DF15 manifold was directly

attached to the floor as indicated schematically in Fig. 1. Six different seismic



support configurations, designed by different participants in the SHAM experiments

[1], were used during the dynamic tests. Figure 1 shows a configuration typical of

US nuclear power-plants, with struts and snubbers and is designated the NRC

configuration for identification purpose only. The only other support configuration

covered in this paper is designated the KWU configuration. The differences between

the NRC and KWU configurations are that the latter did not have any snubbers at all,

had one less strut - H3 having been removed —, and had larger size struts at H9,

H10, and Hll .

During the SHAM tests, the dynamic excitation along the x direction was applied to

two different points of the piping with the H5 and H25 actuators as shown in Fig. 1.

The excitation time-histories represented an integral multiple of a hypothetical safe-

shutdown earthquake (SSE) with a peak acceleration of 0.6g. Although it was the

intent to apply the same excitation at the two points, the recorded accelerations on

the two actuators turned out to be somewhat different. The tests covered a range of

excitation levels from 100 to 800% SSE with the higher levels inducing plastic strains

in the pipe. An excitation level of 800% SSE means that iiie amplitudes of the

hypothetical SSE acceleration history were scaled up by a factor of eight while the

duration and the waveform of the history remained unchanged. As the SMACS

calculations are based on elastic material behavior, the present paper concerns only

the lower levels of excitation, viz. 100 to 300% SSE tests, of the NRC and KWU

configurations. The pipes were not expected to undergo any significant plastic

deformations for these lower levels of excitation.

About 300 channels of response were recorded during each test. The response

quantities measured in the tests included the following: pipe strains; accelerations

on the pipe and the actuators; displacements on the pipes, actuators and pipe sup-

ports; and forces in the supports and the actuators. After the application of a two-



stage low-pass filtering that eliminated frequency contents greater than 60 Hz, the

data became available in the form of time histories.

ANALYTICAL SIMULATIONS

Both pretest predictions and posttest simulations of the response of the VKL system

were made. For the pretest predictions, the results were obtained as histories of

various response quantities, i.e accelerations, displacements, support forces and

pipe stresses. Earlier reports [1,3] gave the results of the pretest and some posttest

calculations. The posttest analyses for which the results were reported in [3] did not

include any response calculations other than accelerations because of the baseline

drift in the other type of calculated response quantities. The present paper describes

the method used to overcome the baseline drift problem and presents a complete set

of results including support forces and pipe stresses. Although the method and the

finite element model have been described in [3], they are repeated here for the sake of

completeness.

Description of Method

The SMACS analysis of subsystem response to independent multisupport excitations

is based on the pseudostatic-mode method [4]. The unknown nodal displacement is

obtained as the sum of pseudostatic and dynamic portions. The pseudostatic portion

is the response induced in the system due to support motions, excluding inertia

effects. The dynamic portion is the response due to inertia effects only. A static

analysis run of a finite element code, based on the SAP4 program, computes the

pseudostatic modes and a modal analysis run of the same code computes the

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions assuming proportional damping. The response

recovery runs compute the two portions of the response for specified modal damping

and combine them to give the total response for prescribed independent support



accelerations. Both the prescribed accelerations and the computed total responses

^accelerations, displacements, and forces) are in the form of time histories. Modal

damping, as a percentage of critical damping, may be prescribed for each modal

frequency or specified as per the PVRC criteria. The PVRC criteria specify the

modal damping, in percent of critical damping, to be 5 for modes of frequencies less

than 10 Hz, 2 for those of frequencies greater than 20 Hz, and linearly interpolated for

modes of frequencies between these points.

Finite Element Model

The entire system shown in Fig. 1 was modeled with pipe and truss elements only.

The HDU vessel, the DF15 and DF16 manifolds, the spherical tee and the valves were

all approximated with pipe elements. The connection of the HDU vessel to the

nozzles at its top were represented by artificial pipe elements of equivalent stiffness

and zero mass density. Concentrated masses were added to the appropriate nodes to

represent the actual mass of the parts represented by such artificial elements. A

similar technique was used for modeling the tees and the valves. The model com-

prised 126 straight pipe elements and 28 curved pipe elements. The total mass of the

model, including the concentrated masses was 78,400 Kg.

The pipe supports were modeled with truss elements. The constant-force hangers,

H16, H17, H18, and H19 were ignored since they were assumed not to respond to

dynamic excitation. Although appropriate stiffnesses were assumed to represent

each of the remaining pipe supports, no distinction was made as to the behavior of

struts, snubbers, and spring hangers when subjected to dynamic excitation. The two

sway struts of H23 were represented by a single truss element, implying the as-

sumption that the forces in the two struts were always identical.



The truss elements were assumed to be hinged at their wall end and attached di-

rectly to the pipe nodes at the other end. Displacement and rotation restraints were

specified at the appropx-iate nodes of the elements representing the HBU vessel and

the DF15 manifold. The excitation was applied directly on the pipe as prescribed

accelerations at the two nodes corresponding to the actuator attachment points.

Posttest Analyses

The posttest calculations were not blind predictions because the excitation inputs at

H5 and H25 were obtained either directly or by derivation from the test measure-

ments. Furthermore, as *he first set of posttest calculations showed that the use of

PVRC damping results in underestimation of accelerations at many points on the

pipe [3], a uniform modal damping of 3% was assumed in the set of posttest calcula-

tions reported here. However the finite element models for the two configurations

were devised blind to the experimental results and no physical properties other than

damping were adjusted to better match the test measurements. Minor changes were

made to the pretest model to reflect the actual boundary conditions of the DF15

manifold, and the stiffnesses of the spring hangers were revised as additional

information became available. The finite element model for the KWU configuration

was obtained by deleting the elements representing the snubbers and the strut that

were dropped from ths NRC configuration.



Test No.

T41.21.1

T41.21.2

T41.31.2

T41.31.3

Support

Configuration

KWU

KWU

NRC

NRC

Excitation Level,

in percent SSE

100

300

100

200

Table 1. SHAM tests simulated in posttest calculations

Table 1 shows the tests that were simulated in the posttest calculations. For the first

set of posttest calculations, the accelerations measured at the two actuator locations

were used as the input excitation. As noted in [3], this resulted in a large baseline

drift in all the computed response quantities except the response accelerations. The

corrections obtained by conventional means of baseline correction such as

polynomial trend removal and high-pass filtering were found not to completely

remove the trend in the computed results. It was found that drift-free results could

be obtained if accelerations derived from displacement histories measured at H5 and

H25 were used in the place of measured accelerations. It must be noted here that in

tests the hydraulic actuators were actually displacement-controlled [1]. The second

derivative of the displacement history was obtained by determining a natural cubic

spline function for the displacement history. As the baseline drift was sensitive to

the starting time of the input excitation histories, a parameter study was performed

to determine the starting time that would minimize the drift in the integrated

quantities.

As an example, the excitation used in the analytical simulation of test T41.21.2 is

shown in Fig. 2 in the form of response spectra for 4% damping. The calculations
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involved only time-history analysis. However spectra, rather than the histories, are

given in the figure as the former are more illustrative for making comparisons. The

solid-line curve of Fig. 2, noted as the target, shows the spectrum for the 300% SSE

acceleration history that was intended to be the excitation at both H5 and H25.

However, the excitation actually achieved at H5 and H25, obtained from the second

derivative of the measured displacement histories, are given by the other two curves

of Fig. 2.

Comparison of calculated and measured response

The following response histories were calculated for each test: 32 channels of accel-

eration, 16 channels of displacements, the force in all the struts and snubbers, and

the maximum bending stresses at 10 strain gage locations. To provide some

examples of the computed results and to see how they compare with the

measurement, some selected response plots for the test T41.21.2 are given in Figs. 3-

6. Figure 7 shows the location of the measurements for which comparisons are

given in Figs. 3-6.

Figures 3(a)-3(c) show the comparison for acceleration components, in the form of

response spectra for 4% damping, at the gage location QB116 of Fig. 7. The x

component matches the measurement better than the y and z components do. At

some other locations, the computed z component matches the corresponding

experimental component better. In general, the y component is more

underestimated than the other two.

Figures 4(a)-4(c) show the histories of measured and calculated displacement

components at the gage location QN101. Here the z component is some what better

estimated than the ether two. However, the measured z component of displacement

damps down faster than the computed history does. For this location the x



component measurement is suspect as the oscillations have much higher peaks in

the positive direction than in the negative direction for no physical reason. The y

component is overestimated while the z component is slightly underestimated.

Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show the measurement and computation of the axial force in the

struts H9 and H10 respectively. The force in H9, which is along the z direction is

some what better estimated than that in H10, which strut is parallel to the x axis.

However, even the force in H9 is slightly underestimated and the measurement

rings down faster than the computed history.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) give the measured and calculated histories of the bending stress

at the extreme fibers of the pipe cross section, at location RA763, along the y and z

axis respectively. While both the calculated stresses are underestimated, that at the

extreme fiber along z matches the measurement some what better. Here again the

computed stress rings down more slowly than the measured stress.

Direct visual comparison of all the calculated histories (or response spectra in the

case of accelerations) with their measured counterparts showed that qualitatively the

calculations were very uneven; that is, while for some locations the time trend and

amplitude were close to the measurement, at others they were very different. The

slower ring down of the calculated response would seem to indicate that the damping

assumed might be too small. While the results seem to warrant the assumption of

greater damping, they also show that the many of the responses are underestimated

even with the present value of damping. Therefore other aspects of the modeling

need to be considered to explain the difference between calculation and

measurement. To provide a quantitative comparison and to obtain explanations for

the differences between calculations and measurements, the peak value of each

history was selected to be its representative. The ratio of each calculated peak value

to its measured counterpart was determined. The sample mean and standard
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deviation, a, for each type of response was computed and the results are shown in

Table 2.

Test No.

T41.21.1

T41.21.2

T41.31.2

T41.31.3

Acceleration

Mean

1.00

0.90

0.98

0.75

CT

0.65

0.44

0.62

0.32

Displacement

Mean

0.95

0.91

0.55

0.62

a

0.24

0.25

0.60

0.96

Strut Force

Mean

0.75

0.72

0.85

0.79

a

0.33

0.20

0.59

0.30

Snubber Force

Mean

0.89

1.06

a

0.79

0.93

Bending Stress

Mean

0.85

0.81

0.80

0.87

a

0.18

0.14

0.22

0.21

Table 2. Ratio of calculated peak value to measured peak value

A mean value smaller than unity indicates underestimation and Table 2 shows that

most quantities were underestimated. The standard deviation indicates that while

the scatter for bending stress was relatively small, that for displacement is quite

large.

The displacements calculated for T41.31.2 and T41.31.3 obviously have the greatest

discrepancy as seen from Table 2. Most of the displacement measurements were

made on the pipe at or near a snubber or strut. The calculated values for

displacements at snubber locations were very small, with peak values of the order of

0.01 mm (for T41.31.2). The corresponding measurements were of the order of 1 mm.

(As the calculated displacement peaks at locations away from the snubbers are



slightly overestimated, the mean value of the displacement ratios is not as small as

the ratio of 0.01 to 1.0) The calculated displacements arise only from the elastic

deformation of the snubber which is assumed to behave like a strut under dynamic

load. The measurement, on the other hand indicates that there was significant

amount of non-deformational movement in the snubbers. The test T41.31.3 also

shows the same.

As the tests T41.21.1 and T41.21.2 involved the KWU configuration that Ixdd no

snubbers, the discrepancy in the displacement calculations is significantly lower.

This seems to suggest that the greatest source of discrepancy arises from the

inadequate modeling of snubber behavior. The displacement results for the KWU

tests further indicate that play in the pin connections of the struts to the pipe are

primarily responsible for the underestimation of the displacements.

The large discrepancy in the calculation of acceleration and support force also seems

to be due to the neglect of non-deformational motions in the supports. The measured

peak value for the support force is likely to be higher than the calculated value due to

the neglect in the calculations of the additional force of impact arising from the

closing of the small gaps in the pin connections.

The maximum bending stress calculated has relatively the lowest discrepancy. That

most of the pipe locations at which the bending stresses were measured were not

near a support is likely to be reason for this. Nevertheless the bending stresses are

also underestimated because the calculations are incapable of modeling the

nonlinear behavior of the support-pipe connections.

CONCLUSIONS

As reported earlier in [3], with only calculated accelerations available, it was difficult

to see a pattern in the discrepancies and to determine why the calculations un-
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derestimated the response. The displacement response affords a better means for

evaluating the calculations. The primary reason for the difference between calcu-

lated and measured response seems to be the inadequate representation of support

behavior. With a linear analysis program such as the one employed in SMACS, it is

not possible to model the actual behavior of struts or snubbers. A code that provides

for assigning gaps in the connection between the pipe and the support, and allows

modeling a realistic force-displacement behavior for snubbers needs to be used for

better calculation of piping response. It should be emphasized here that the above

conclusion applies to the calculation of response histories by multiple, independent-

support-motion time-history analysis.

The proper value of damping to be used remains to be investigated further. The

previous set of posttest calculations showed that the PVRC criteria resulted in

underestimation of acceleration response. Although reducing the damping to a

uniform value cf 3% has improved the acceleration estimates, most response

histories indicate that this value might be too low.
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Figure 1. The VKL Piping System with NRC support Configuration
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Figure 2. Response spectra (4% damping) of excitation histories for test T41.21.2. The target is the spectrum of
the acceleration history for the 300% SSE.
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Figure 3(a) Response vspectra (4% damping) of x component of pipe acceleration at
QB116for testT41.21.2.
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Figure 3(c) Response spectra (4% damping) of z component of pipe acceleration at
QB116 for test T41.21.2.
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Figure 4(a). x component of displacement of pipe at QNlOl for
test T41.21.2.
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Figure 4(b). y component of displacement of pipe at QNlOl for
testT41.21.2.
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Figure 4(c). z component of displacement of pipe at QNlOl for
test T41.21.2.
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Figure 6(a). Bending stress at extreme fiber of pipe cross section
along y axis at RA763 for test T41.21.2.
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Figure 6(b). Bending stress at extreme fiber of pipe cross section
along z axis at RA763 for test T41.21.2.
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Figure 7. Measurement locations for which comparisons are shown in Figs. 3-6


